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A TYPOLOGICAL VIEW OF METATHESIS

Russell Ultan

ABSTRACT
Methathesis was examined as a more or less systematic
process that tends to preserve segments or features that would
oille,r,,eise be lost or changed through the effects of other processes,
notably reduction, assimilation, epenthesis, et al. It was also shown
that metathesis is recessive as opposed to most other competing
ith one eicception, a direct c,,,rrelation between susprocesses.
ceptibility to :iietathesis and resonancy of the segment type was
establisbwi, vortnil f;:pe,s and some of the major causes of metarecliictic)n, open syllable canon, analogy,
phonological cons3traints, anticipation, et J.
thesis were ir,vo!sti;!,,--At(.:ii:
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1.

Introduction
1.1 Status.

In most treatises on general or diachronic linguistics
as well as in many grammars, both historical and descriptive, the
process referred to as metathesis' is given rather short shrift.
Sievers (1901), for instance, groups metathesis with dissimilation and
certain kinds of assimilation as "springende Lautwechsel" reserving
the tern' "Lautwandel", with its implication of regular change, for
the other, gradual types of sound change. For him, metathesis is
largely limited to isolated instances without any discernable patterns,
although he does admit the possibility that such phenomena may on
occasion develop intu systematic processes. 2 An extreme view -all the inure surprising at this late date -- is taken by Lehmann
(19o2, 170):
"Metathesis, like dissimilatory change, is apparently
attested only as sporadic change." The opposing thesis, that metathesis may be more systematic in nature, is clearly demonstrated for
Slavic and FRENCH by Martinet (1955, 327, 350-c1). The ultimate
stage of this line of thought is exemplified by Grarninont's extensive
treatment of the subject as a regular process (1950, 239-49, ::39-57).
His introductory remarks to the chapter on interversion (p.2.39) are
worth repeating:
L'interversion est tut plifi'elorn?,,,ne qui consiste z't, placer
deux phon*P.nees costigus clan: trl ordre plus commode. Par

1'1 on obtient une meilleure const;.tution des syllabes, ott
sanyegarde !MThe et l'hcirmorie
systme phonique d'un
parley en remplasant les groupes insolites par des groupes
usuels, cut ecarte les types imprononsables on devenus imprononsables en Jeur substituant des typos faciles, ort jivite des
efforts artieulstoires iuutIIcs. C 'est un phenemene intelligent,
biers
s'accomplisse clone mani'are inconsciente, 11 no joue

More rarely clubbed transposition. Compare also German Umstellung,
French into r.,e es ion (conti%,uoes)

rselath,!:;:_.

ion -COliti gl 10

S).

Among others, see Pussy 190 and Wechssler 1900 for similar
views on the subject.

pas un grand r(ile clans les Ianwles, car la plus grosse part de
leer vocabid.aire est conforme e lour systeme phonique, puisque
c 'est elle qui le constitue; roais si qucique evolution phonetique
aiCe.ine Line rencontre de phonines inaccouturnee, si des eniprunts

apportent une sequence innsitee, Itinterversion, qui est deterrninee par des principes d 'ordre, de clarte,- d'esthetique,
intervient; elle pourvoit 1 la bonne police do systeme et rarnne
a la norme tout ce qui fail tache dans l'ensemble. Et naturellewent, la a elle apparait, elle acconiplit son oeuvre avec une
regula rite pa r faite. [emplyilsis mine]

To my knowledge. Grammont's is the only typological analysis and
classification of metathesis dNlant.
I, a Purpose and scope. The purpose of the present paper is to
reexamine the process of wet
in the ctnite::1 of additional
cross-language data primarily in terins of formal types, causes
and effects_ and interrelations between Inetathesiii and certain other

processes. notably: umlaut, dissimilation, palatalization, aspiration,
syncop(-_,
glottalization, diphtl
apocope, epenthesis and
anaptyxis, resyllabification,
metathesis is Li :el: t,
;my t
ion of linearly
should con,-;ifik!r nu:- her of possible forrnal
S
ordered
types:
;.1

synt

r s ion

I)

:i:

7

\Vas he here?
Transpositiyr of
2
mate 'deaci
3)

a row of we
4) T rails po
(v.

.

L.,

(thi

1 r.iiispo3it

terra <

11441.1a.V.t..!

or

`.or

spoonerisms 0 ransi.osition ocrosi
ing the satire syllabi,: posit

irn pc-) rt

10

bo,..vi,-Iry Ut .E;o,in(Is occupy-

\t:ord

a row of beery -en,:hes f.pr

n;
t

iti

1

; !

I

ir

)1 t

(n.) vs,
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5) Transposition of phonological features: GREEK thriks
(nom. sg.) vs, trikho's (gen. sg. ) 'hair'.
In addition to these types, there are at least four parameters
which should be taken into account: voluntariness, systematicity,
permanence and motivation. There are involuntary metatheses that
occur only as nonce forms, such as spoonerisms and other kinds of
lapses, which may or may not be linguistically motivated. Thus while
the spoonerism cited above is not so motivated, Me ringer and Mayer
(1895, 82) note among others lapses like VIENNESE kslaf for Sklave
'slave', induced by analogy with the relatively higher frequency initial
cluster ksl- (cf.
LLscliliffen, etc. ). Then there are systematic, permanent metatheses, found in various kinds of secret
languages : argots, cant s, jargons, etc. Compare, for example,
PIG I_ATIN: opstay isthay arcay (stop this car) or Parisian butcher's
argot: 1 oe lusebErn chi Iwt71-,e (le Boucher du coin). In the latter case,
we have to do with a deliberately devised, socially motivated form of
the base language, a quasi-artificial language, whereas in the former
the metathcsized forms are purely accidental and generally nonrecurrent.
We also find voluntary, but usually nonsystematic, 3 not linguistically
motivated (at least not directly so) and temporary, cases in the deliberate
experimentation of young c.hildren or whimsical efforts of older speakers,
It is essentially the remaining involuntary metatheses, which are the
products of other phonological processr_ts or are directly induced by
phonological restrictions, now regularized, now irregularized by
analogy or inhibited by other phonological developments, that are of
3

However, not necessarily so. Grammont (1950, 349) cites the
case of a small French child (no age given) who invariably metathesized
p....k: cad for paquet, coupi.3 for bouquet, etc. In any event, this
does not appear to be an instance of deliberate experimentation.

(1

-

immediate concern to us in the balance of this paper. These are all
linguistically motivated, involuntary and permanent . They may be
systematic ("regular") or nonsystematic; ("sporadic").
This rough classification leads to a causal correlation which

appears to be generally valid: voluntary metatheses imply noimo:
logical causes. The converse, that involuntary metatheses imply
phonological causes, is not true. While many lapses appear to be
relatable to phonological interference of one sort or another (see
especially Meringer and Mayer 1895 and Meringer 1908), this does
not seem to be generally so with :spoonerisms. Also metathesis may
be brought on by purely grammatical factors, such as the analogical
influence of the suffix -cla in VULGAR LATIN coacla< cloaca, or by
lexicosemantic inte rfe rence, as in CP

spucken 'to spit' < 18th -

century FRENG1I escupir (or ''escouper) contaminated by speien 'to spit'.
The foregoing discussion may be summarized in chart form
(LM = linguistically motivated, Inv involuntary, Per = permanent,
Sys = systematic). The basically binary system of rating the various
categories is to be taken as a rough indication of prevalent tendencies
rather than an absolute statement of the possibilities. Thus for example,
while roost metatheses induced by phonological analogy appear to be
fundamentally systematic (e.g. r, .. 1 > 1...i, in OLD 31'1NTISIT due
in part to the influence of a pattern of regressive dissimilation:

r. 1 > l

< LAT,
'danger' <
some are not or zit least cannot be shown to be so from the available

evidence.

.

r

,

as in p_elij4ro

-7-
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Phonologically induced
Analogically induced:
phonological

grammatical
lexico-semantic

LM

Inv

+

+.

Pe r

Sys

-i-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-
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i

Secret language
Lapses
Child language experiment

-

-

+

+

Whimsy

-

-

-

_

-

Sources and Pragmatic Types of Metathesis
Returning now to the five formal types of metathesis cited above,
we omit from further consideration the inversion of syntactic constituents
(1), since this type has no direct bearing on the phonology of metathesis,
and the transposition of syllables (2) Which, while superficially involving
phonological units, i4 gene rally not phonologically induced. For the
same reason, spoonerisms will net be dealt with. While type 3, transposition of suprasegmental features, may he relevant, lack of sufficient
examples at present prevents me from including it.
Thus the scope of the investigation is limited to transpositions of
phonological segments or features. These may involve reciprocal
metathesis of two elements, as in irrevelant, or sitriple metathesis
of one, as in BAGNERES-DE-LUCHON crabo < ,:'cabro < LAT. capra
'goat'. Of course, the latter type may also be viewed as a special
case of the former involving transposition of nonnull and null segments
or features. Further, in the case of reciprocal metathesis, the two
elements may be contiguous to one another, as in WEST SAXON fixas
(iiksas) 'fish' (pi, ) vs. fisc (fist:)
noncontiguous, as in irrevelant,

-

Ifyiptheses. Examination of the available data leads to a
few empirically based general hypotheses which will constitute the
guidelines for what follows:
1) Metathesis is a conservative j2 rocess.
That is, aside from
the change in order which constitutes the process, it serves to preserve
phonological elements, or familiar patterns, that otherwise might be
lost, merged with other elements or changed in shape due to the workings
of other processes. In this respect it differs fundaMentally from most
other processes: assimilation, dissimilation, syncope, epenthesis,
and so on Thus in KOREAN, for example, II is retained syllableinitially before a stressed vowel and lost elsewhere. In h-final verb
stems, however, when the following suffix-initial isa voiceless stop,
1, 3

1

the resultant sequence h + stop ' aspirated stop, thus preserving an
(as aspiration) which would otherwise be lost: Lt ha < Loh -ta TO is
good', mantha < manh -ta '(they) are many'. In this case, metathesis
would appear to be -Abetted (or induced?) by the analogical pressure of
the existing voiceless tspirates. In OLD ARMENIAN, vowels of final
syllables were subject to syncope but high rowels after penults containing
a metathosized with the preceding consenant.tlinspreserving the
original vowel as the offglide f,f the vowel of the preceding syllable:
JE ''cirj;iir) 'tear' (note also earlier meta-arty sr e '.'artasur
thesis of
Metathesis 15 ii ree e_s*i,,,e.:12.yo, 55. That is, it tends to be
inhibited or counteracted by ether, more dominant processes. The
:traditional relegation of metatheSiS to the -minor sound changes"
h

(

epcnthesis, apheresis, et al.) is a tacit
admission of its recessiveness. This characteristic also helps to
(along

Compare also in this connection Winter's characterization of
metathesis in AR.NIENIAN
"... a metathesis occurs when
the regular di vtAopnients wiould it:!,(.1 to a dcvialion from the established
pattern,"

_

explain why instances of all-pervasive metathesis are so rare and
why, as noted above, some scholars look upon all or most eases of
metathesis as sporadic. However, a careful study of interference
from other processes may often lead to a more accurate picture of
metathesis as a regular process -- at least at some given period in
the history of the language. Thus in ATTIC and IONIC GREEK, the Y of
INDO-EUROPEAN presents in
metathesized with the preceding
stem -final nasal (or stop + nasal), liquid, s or w, incidentally pre/ < *phany6
serving it: phallic
'I show', phtheir6 < ''phthery6 'I destroy',
tel'6 (Homeric telefi3 < ':'telefso < *telesy6 'I complete', klafO <
<'::klawyC72
I weep'. But stem-final voiced or voiceless
stops followed by./ resulted in occlusivization, assibilation or assimilation of .y. intervocalically,
was lost and, following \revel + s or w,
it was lost with palatalization of the latter consonants. In CLASSICAL
GREEK, these, developments result in a somewhat flawed picture.
Synchronically, metathesis is considerably limited in scope, although
evidently attributable to what must once have been regular phonological
causes.
3) The _proneness of different phonetic classes to metathesis
tends to stand in direct correlation with a hierarchy of resonance:
mutatis mutandis, the more resonant a sound, the more susceptible
it is to metathesis. In ARMENIAN, the evidence points to a chronological hierarchy in the introduction of metathesis of original clusters
of the type consonant semivowel. The first to metathesize were
clusters containing seinivowels, followed by the liquids, nasals,
spirants, stops and possibly the affricates, in that order. In the
EASTERN ESKIMO dialects, an earlier tendency toward militarization
of stressed vowels coupled with a regressive shift of word stress
from the ultin a to the tilti.,ountilt with subsequent syncope of the
penult vowel produced metathesis in the resulting consonant cluster
r

- 10 -

when the second member was a voiced uvular spirant (r):
GREENLANDIC marLuk 'twot(cf. ALASKAN malruk and MACKENZIE
RIVER malee rok) This occurred primarily when the first member
was a lateral or a nasal, more rarely when it was s or . When
the second member was a uvular stop (a), various kinds of assimilation took place dependent upon the point and mariner of articulation
of the first member. In TAGALOG, when the passive suffixes -an - -in,
presumably bearing obligatory stress, are added to stems, the shift
of stress to the ultima incurs syncope of the penult vowel and metathesis
in the resultant consonant cluster, as in gikbain vs. gibik 'come with
help'. While there is no specific information as to the frequency of or
restrictions on particular classes of phonemes with regard to this
metathesis, a simple count of the distribution of various types in the
examples cited by Blake (1967, 54, 302-7) yields the following for the
original first member of the cluster: liquids 9, nasals 2, voiced
stops 3, voiceless stops 1, h 1. The GREEK y-metathesis referred
to above (p, 9) was unrestricted as to the preceding vowel when the first
consonant was w but limited to a or o before liquids and nasals.
The disproportionately high (and widespread) frequency of occurrence of liquids in znetat14isis is proverbial. 5 A partial list of languages
for which this is true includes:
- Liquids; BRETON, CORI',USII, EASTERN ESKIMO, MIDDLE and
OLD FRENCH, GAELIC, ANCIENT GREEK, OLD ICELANDIC, ILOKO,
Ind o- urope n, Indonesian, 0111 IRISH, LATIN, MANDAIC

ARAMAIC, PERSIAN, Soul Ii Slavic, OLD SPANISH. TAGALOG and
ZOQU E.
5

In connection with this kind of instability- it is interesting to note
Leopold's claim (1-;3 -1, S) that liquids ace among the last sounds to
be mastered by children during the learning process.

- r only : .\NGLO-NORMAN, ARMENIAN, AVESTIC (and 'LEND),
BAGN1]RES- DE- LUCHON, MIDDLE ENGLISH, ITALIAN (SOPRASELVA),

KAMHMU9, MAUMTIAN CREOLE, VEDIC SANSKRIT, SARDINIAN
and TOBA.
- 1 oiity: AMUZGO and YOKUTS.

Excluding cases of liquid metathesis, the majority of which include
vowels, metathesis of sequences composed of consonant and vowel or
of two vowels is, in terms of the present sample, almost as frequent
as metathesis involving liquids. Furthermore, it we subsume' in the
same context metatheses involving semivowels, vocalic metathesis
is considerably more common than liquid metathesis (or, for that
matter, any other consonantal type). Thus in OLD FRENCH the loss
of an intervocalic stop sometimes resulted in an unfamiliar or Inadmissible sequence of two vowels, a difficulty which was resolved by metathesis: tiule (< LAT. t.('111zt ) > tuile [tiiilej 'tile', In COMMON SLAVIC
the strong tendency toward the conversion of closed to open syllables
(which also triggered liquid metathesis in OLD CHURCH SLAVIC) produced syllabic metathesis of the sequence e + semivowel within the
same syllable, ':'ey and ,:ew becoming ':'ji and*ju respectively. See
also the developments of consonant + semivowel in OLD ARMENIAN
(p. 9) and GREEK (p. 9).

While the limited size of the sample precludes any absolute
reliance on statistical data, it is interesting to note that the frequency
of occurrence of the various classes of sounds as initial and final
members of sequences subject to metathesis generally supports the
resonance-hierarchy hypothesis, the only major exceptions being
the sibilants (principally s) and stops. However, in all but three of
the cases involving sibilants the other member of the sequence is a
stop. .Fti r the n yr! , 17 of 1.1)..
1,1k types representative of instances
.;

-12-

of contiguous metathesis that did not appear to be purely sporadic
consisted of sequences containing- one or two resonants.
Formal Types
In this section, \ve will examine a sampling of formal types of
metathesis encountered in the present study. Rather than give an
exhaustive account, which would be in part repetitive,- I have chosen
enough cases to be fairly representative of the whole, extending preferenc.:es to those with higher general frequency of occurrence but also
to others of low frequency yet of interest for typological reasons.
The general order of presentation follows as closely as possible the
resonance-hierarchy noted above, in descending order of resonance,
(V
vowel, W = semivowel, 1. liquid, F , spirant, S := sibilant,
N
nasal, P = stop, C = unrestricted consonant).
2.1 Types with one or two resonant s:
VI *- V2 > V2V1 . The only examples of this type were found in
OLD FRENCII (see p.11) and PORTUGUESE: deosto 'affront'< deosto <
:::denosto on the analogy of the more familiar sequence oe. Metathesis,
however, did nut occur as a result of d-syncope. Compare miolo
bnY0101 'pith' (LAT. medulla).
VI
W
> W V 2 or syllabic metathesis. This type has already
been cited for CO*..,.'.NION ST. ,\VIC (p. 11); it is also found in OLD FRENCH:
2.

1

- ai

al gusti<1 becomes angwEs, MOD1.:RN

ui

rigwas) 'anguish'

roisse

< LAT. 12 arochia becomes karwE.s,

MODERN narv.-as) 'parish'. Note also in both these examples earlier
(st, k) t i following or concomitant with the
metathesis of
weakening of onst re SC d t irld I VOWC

I. > 1,V.

V

()1.1.) I [

tua

or OI_J)
EL.1.11szas,

it

rt Hier It sul

'suck] ..ng pig (cf.
orcLsa.),

I

.

kid

'opening'

VC. )or .us,

- 13

1,

-

V > VL. In SOPRASELVA ITALIAN rV > Vr in unstressed

syllables: carstiaun < christianu. Note also metathesis of final CV.
In late MIDDLE ENGLISH ri > a r before denials: brid > bird.
C + V > VC.

In ROTUMAN must words have two different forms
corresponding to the grammatical contrast completive-incompletive.
When the final vowel of the completive phase is more sonorous than
the vowel of the preceding syllable, metathesis of the final CV occurs:
leka. (Comp.) vs. leak or lyak (incomp, ) 'go'. This type of metathesis
appears to be fairly common in Austronesian. Among others it is
also found in KWARAcAE, ROWA and KUPANGESE. Similar to this
is the type C + V (high) > WC found in ARMENIAN (see example, p. 8),
GREEK (see p. 9). NIANDAIC ARAMAIC, and OLD SPANISH and
PORTUGUESE. While this occurred in ARMENIAN when the vowel
of the preceding syllable was a, in SPANISH and PORTUGUESE the
range was extended to include all nonhigh vowels. Compare PORT.
coube < LAT. capuf
took' and caibo < LAT. capio 'I take' (PORT,.

i and u represent semivowels here).
W
C
CW. Aside from wr > rw or ru, which constitutes a
subtype of VI > LV above, the only observed examples of this type
show as the semivowel. Thus in ZOQUE an original sequence
C is morphophonemically subject to metathesis as follows:
y i t > ti initially and y_tY elsewhere; y T (any other dental) > TY
(ary other C)> Cy initially, after nasals and
everywhere; v
vowels other than e. Metathesis also takes plqce across intervening
h. Examples: tiatah 'his father' y-tatah, Locu9kumu he went out
running' < Eoylcu7 kum nwvihtu 'you walked' < Ny-wiht-, karnahcowa
'oak-cotton gall' < kamaxh-cowa. This type also appears in MIRE and
YAGU '..
:

fect

)

kt) yielded
In CASTILIAN SPANISH the earlier sequence
llecho vs. Al AGONESE and PORTUGUESE feito 'done, fact

L>

In CORNISH

01

in final position following a vowel

was subject to metathesis: whelth 'narration' vs. whethlow
Compare GALLIC chwedl. In OLD ICELANDIC we find: bada 'ax' <
alfe 'force' < =::afle, et al. Additional examples may be found
in GAELIC, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, PERSIAN and OLD ENGLISH.
P + L. >. I.P. In CAMPIDANIAN SARDINIAN the original sequence

PI, metathe sized into rvocalically: arbili < aprile 'April', sorgu < soc ru
'mother-in-law. In OLD l'.:NGLISH this occurred in word-finalszosition:
sold < setl 'seat'. In OLD ARMENIAN this was a systematic device
for eliminating intial and medial clusters with liquids by redistribution
of their member eibayr 'brother' (with prothetic vowel and r-dissimilation, cf. LAT, friiter and example on page 8), Ic` irtn 'sweat' (cf.
GREEK hidros). Further examples of this type may be found in ILOKO,
some Indonesian languages (e.g. TOBA), OLD FRENCH and SPANISH,
and as a recurrent drift throughout the history of IRISH from the OLD
IRISH period up to the present.

P i N > N P. Many of the examples of this type appear in sonic
of the older Indo-European languages or groups, especially SANSKRIT,
GREEK, LATIN and Baltic, in connection with the nasal presents
and nouns derived Crorn them: SET. liri7 ami, !ATM
OCS
'smear, ;:tick'); LAT. fundus, GREEK EciLiLIaks
vs. sKT. budhnas 'bottom (note also English bottom, GERMAN Boden
Examples of this type iav also be found in ILOISO and OLD SPANISH,

prilr(p)n4 (froce.

2. 2 ....T11,es %vit. bout

solio nt s:

S 5 SP. Extremely common in the present sample, this type
is particularly well represented in inany lndo-European and Semitic
language s. In 11>IBI.1CAL HEBREW when the 3rd sg pe rf. refl. p refix
hit- was a ddf'd fu t;1.!!rn vi th initial sibilants. niet:tthesis took place:
.Instarniner
liizdakkcx he puritLed
'he wcetehed ho
h,rn self ' < *hit -z..-ikkeN..
I .oan words beginning with ps- in LOW LATIN
P
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were regularly subject to metathesis: spyche (GREEK psykh6),
snitacus (GREEF
). Similarly, in VULGAR FRENCH wordfinal -ks, largely in learned terms, is transposed: tasque vs. STANDARD
FRENCH taxe, lusque vs. luxe.
S + P > PS. The inverse of the immediately preceding, this type
does not appear to be as common as the former nor as regular. However,
in LITHUANIAN verbs descended from Indo - European pre sent s in
':'-sko, metathc!sis regularly occurs before the dentals of the infinitive
(-ti) and future (-s) suffixes: dre'ks 'tear (fut.)' vs, dre'skia (3rd pres. ),
reilCsti 'to mean' vs. ri;i'Sko (3rd pret. ). While examples of metathesis
of an original sequence composed of dental (or alveolar) stop f sibilant
are fairly abundant: SAVOYARD initial st *is < LAT. c [k] as in
stanta
< cantare, MANDAIC estar vs. SYRIAC ette' sar (Macuch
1965, 90, no glosses) as a result of syncope of the vowel and glottal
stop due to shift of stress to the suffix vowel, OCS me-st9 throw' <
metsq < -rnetyq , I find no examples of the converse. Thus there
seems to be a general preference for clusters of the type sibilant +
dental stop over those with the inverse order. This observation leads
to a tentative universal: clusters with the order dental (or alveolar)
stop sibilant (i.e. spirant) may metathesize but those with the inverse
order 110 not. Illo Wore interesting generalization to the effect that
dental sibilant implies the presence of sibilant + dental may prove to
be valid for phonological (as opposed to phonetic) clusters if dental,
alveolar and palatal affricates are viewed as unit phonemes.
P > Ph. This type has already been cited for KOREAN (see
p.
According to Cho (1967), the analogous metathesis of 9 +
voiceless plain stop or s also occurs in KOREAN in certain verb forms
and in substantival compounds: na:tari 'haystack' <
iso! 't0911.bnl,-51/' <
However, this analyZ;iS rests on the
positing of a suffix
"...whose morphological meaning is emphatic
i

-

compounding ..." (p. 150), a view that differs from that of other
KOREAN scholars. Of course, what is of immediate interest to l.1.3
in the present context is the possibility that such metatheses may on
occasion be the sources of or at least contributing factors to the
origins of aspirated and glottalized consonants. Compare also
Bartholomae's Law in SANSKRIT and GREEK (p. 20).
C
h > hC. In MANDAIC ARAMAIC many class III verbs ori,

ginally had h (< h) as third radical. Some of these lost h, some
tended to retain it in "protected" position before t or n of the verbal
suffix, and still others retained it by metathesis with the second radical:
pahra- 'he flies' (cf. SYRIAC parati), meh's1 'he measured it' (cf.
SYRIAC mastieh). Particularly noteworthy is the fact that, although
there appear to be no restrictions on the nature of the second radical,
liquids are most often involved. With the exception-of poholea 'worship'
(cf . also pihla and SYRIAC plal),

6

all forms cited by Macuch (1965,

especially pp. 85, 86, 88) show contiguous metathesis. Kiparsky
(1967, 621) proposes an earlier, indirectly attested metathesis of this
kind for PROTO-GREEK : LESBIAN i:krinna - ATTIC, et al. i;krina
'judged' <
< ::'ekrinha < ::elcrinsa., LESBIAN and THESSALIAN
krinn5 - ATTIC, et al, kri-no 'judge' tt 'Acrilint3
which exactly parallels the i.-metathesis in that language (see p.'-)).
2.3 Quantitative metathesis. This type differs in substance from
those just described but not in principle. There are undoubtedly a
number of formally distinct subtypes but only two of these appear in
the present sample. In .zATTIC and IONIC GREEK the earlier sequence
E0 y er5 as a result of the regular shortening of vowels before vowels
(and semivowels): IONIC teone(ttes 'the (lead' . teoni.(w)oqes, ATTIC
Iiipps.:-.5s 'horseman (gen. sg.)1
hia4(w)os. In this case, metathesis
served to preserve the overall quantity of the original vocalic sequence
Malone (1970), howcyk:r, refcrs
, to this foot as "e,:ceptionally nonmetathesiziug- citing Classical pothana
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following operation of the earlier vowel-shortening rule. In SIERRA
MINVQK simple, regular verb stems have three or four different
allomorphs depending in part on the syllabic shape of the basic present
form and otherwise determined by occurrence with the future or recent
past suffixes, the habitual or iterative suffixes, or in the syntactically
identifiable environments of infinitive, denominative verb or deverbative noun (the latter three morphologically marked by stem-internal
metathesis). Disyllabic present stems, regardless of their internal
sequential arrangements of consonants, vowels and length, thus assume
the same distinct canonical shapeS in each of the three relevant environments, e. g. tuyarj - (prey. ) tuyar - (fut. /past) - tity - (hab. liter. )
- (inf. /deverb. or denom.) 'jump'. Aside from the VC > CV metathesis in the second syllable of the fourth form, there are rather complex
metatheses of syllable quantity that serve to distinguish one form from
another. CV or stem-final CVC constitute short syllables; all other
sequences are long (length is construed as a consonant). Thus the first
(base) form is composed of a short a long syllable (CV C), the second
short long (CVC.), the third long (CVC) + short ( VC) and the Iasi
long (CVC)i short (CV). This kind of metathesis depends on a quantitative interplay between alternating long and short stem syllables, each
\vhic11 may he represented !>y w e ut two (short) ,or more (twig)
forms. The system is in part morphophonemic (With accompanying
suffixes), in part morphological (without suffixes); In,the latter instance, the formal differences.between two or
stem allomorphs

serve to mark a grammatical contrast: urncu 'winter' (stem
<
')unm.c 'approach winter' (stem 1). Although the causes may differ,
quantitative and syllabic metathesis arc formally but slightly different
aspects of the same phenomenon. Thus the OLD FRENCH syllabic:
ineta.thesis (p. IL) involved shortening and desonorization of o
taneously with lengthening and sonorization of

2,4 Noncontiatious types. Up to this point, we have limited
the discUssion to contiguous metathesis, The remainder of this
section will be devoted to cases of noncontiguous metathesis. Generally
speaking, the latter appear to be less systematic than the former,
'though there are still many examples of systematic noncontiguous
.metathesis. If this observation should be validated by a larger sample
than the present one. it would point to a direct relationship between
systematicity -- and probably proneness to Metathesis -- and contiguity
of the two elements involved in reciprocal metathesis. Following
criteria of selection for noncontiguous types similar to those applied
to contiguous odes, I will discuss here only those that are either frequent and systematic or are of additional typological interest.
V2 > V2
V1.
This type occurs frequently in Indonesian.
Thus in some MADAGASCAN dialects, an original *ikur 'tail' (cf. also
MALAYAN ikur ) > uhi ( 4 earlier ukir ).
Simple metathesis of liquids. In I3AGNERES -DE- LUCHON the
liquid of a noninitial sc'qu cnce of stop f liquid was regularly shifted to
the corresponding postocelusive position in the originally initial syllable:
t re
ro < VULG. LAT , teneru, c salinp 'pin' <
'tende r <
es ,in la < spinula, While the noninitial cluster str was not affected

by this metathesis, the analogous spr was: brespes 'vespers' <
A similar instance of the same formal type
'bespras <
reported by Grammont (p. 347), also systematically applied, is from
the speech of an infant (from 20 to 22 months) based on STANDARD
FRENCH. En this case the subject avoided cluster-final syllable-initial
r, except word-initiaily, and syllable-final r: vrente 'belly' for ventre,
prote r 'carry' for 2orter.

Reciprocal metathesis of liquids. This kind is found in a number
of different subtypes. In GAYO, for example, the widespread Indonesian
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type consisting of metathesis of the second and third consonants of
the word affects all original sequences of 1V2r: INDONESIAN *telur >
GAY() e6rul 'egg', In LOWED l':ONESE (BRETON) r...1 7. 1... r due
to the analogous product of a regressive r-dissimilation (i. e. r... r

1... r): melver 'to die' < mervel, teMer 'to throw' (cf. LEON. tetirel),
blerim 'grindstone' < brelim. Similarly in SPANISH we find milagro
'miracle' 0. SPAN. miraglo, Eala.bra < Earabla, etc. The formally
related type n...l 5' 1. . n is found in several la.:Iguages, e.g. PROVENcAL
culugno 'distaff' (cf. LANGUEDOC, GASCON cunulho, FRENCH quenouille)
or luno 'the void' (< nebula).

4

Reciprocal metathesis of nasal. Throughout Austronesian an
active-passive contrast is marked by prefixes that alternate with infixes
of the same or similar shape. Thus in TAGALOG the active um- and
passive in- prefixes are infixed before stems with initial consonants:
(bin vs. tunibig 'wish' but sulat vs. sumalat 'write'. Some stems
beginning with resonants (vowel, 1 or E) take ni-, an interverted variant
Of in-: niunaThan 'was preceded by` but inaral 'was taught'. This same
alternation in the prefixal allomorphs of the passive is also found in
ILOKO and NGGELA while the mu- allomorph of the active prefix
occurs in NIAS and MENTAWAY. In the BRETON spoken at Vannes
combined contiguous metathesis and subsequent (?) ana.ptyxis have
produced forms like kanivet 'cobweb' (cf. LEON. kefniden 'spider')
and kinivy 'moss' (0. LEON. kilny).
Reciprocal metathesis of spirants. In the meridionil FRENCH
spoken in the neighborhood of Agde and in the FRENCH-based CARIBBEAN CREOLE spoken in Dominica when s and
of of STANDARD FRENCH
occur in the same syllable in that order, metathesis is the Iliac: AGDE
sEs for FRENCH s6'che 'dries', sus for souche `stump'; DOMINICA
sasfarn for saE-felnow 'midwife'. Pa rallelirq; the contiguous type
PS > SP noted above is a noncontiguous type with the same formal
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Characteristics. In the PORTUGUESE of the Algarve, for instance,
we find due to the analogical influence of the common prefixes esand estra- forms like: espetola pistola pistol' and estrapSr
traspor 'fade away, set (of the sun)'.
Simple metathesis of aspiration. In MARATHI aspirated steps in
word-final position would normally lose the component of aspiration
due to the relatively weak articulation characteristic of that position.
Instead, aspiration is preserved by a metathesis to word-initial position: klidnik
< kairkh, 1101)4
orpth. This regular
process has produced a tendency to shift word-medial aspiration to
initial position as well: mhais 'buffalo' (SKT. inahiqi), phattar 'stone'
< earlier patthar. Cases of apparent aspirate metathesis are found

-

in SANSKRIT and ANCIENT GREEK as a result of the operation of two

different phonological processes. Thus Bartholornae's Law accounts
for a shift of aspiration due presumably to the inadmissibility of a
sequence of aspirated stop 4- obstruent. Briefly stated, when such a
cluster arises clue to morphological juxtaposition, the aspirated release
shifts to cluster-final position: IE *kwntlisk5 > ':'Ic\vntskhO PROTOGREEK *p(i.tskho > GREEK paskho suffer' vs. pathos 'suffering,
disease', IE
> SKT. lubdhiis 'covetous' vs. SKT. lubhyarni
'I yearn'. The other case is Grassm.Dno's Law which describes a
process of dissimilation: no syllable may begin and end with aspirated
stops, and when two successive syllables begin with aspirated stops,
the first of them to appear in the string is deaspirated. However, this
rule is subject to various kinds of interference from other processes.
For exan:ple, in the SANSKRIT reduplicated present of a verb such as
dha- 'put, place', the first dual active indicative is dadhvas <*dhadlivas
in accordance with the rule but the third dual is dhat6i5 < *dhadhtas rather
than the expected ':'daddh.;.s which both Bartholoinae's and Grassmann's
Laws would have yielded. Similarly the earlier 1:entioned GREEK
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thriks (nom. sg.) < ':Ahriklis vs. trikhs (gen, sg.) <
shows apparent metathesis within the paradigm actually due to
dissimilation.
Reciprocal metathesis of obstruents. Most of the examples of
this type seem to be sporadic. However, there is the case of the
FRENCH child already mentioned (see note 3) and the somewhat unique
instance of mazaguin [moe zaegi ] independently evolved in popular,
infant and dialectal (e.g. 13EARNAIS and GASCON) FRENCH from
magasin. 7
3. Cause and Effect

As early as 1900, Wechssler (pp. 496-7) suggested that a more
fruitful approach to the problem of determining the status of metathesis
than a purely formal one would be a classification based on the effects
of metathesis on syllabic structure, With particular attention to the
situation in Western Romance, he speculated that the ultimate causes
of metathesis were to be discovered in the replaceMent of a rarer with
a commoner paLtern of ordering and in lingering substratum influence.
I quite agree that bath premises are valid although of course the second
one can only be invoked where applicable. However, examination of
the more immediate causes of metathesis can be expected to shed some
light on the interrelations between that process and others while providing support for the underlying cause. Therefore in this section we
will attempt to investigate as well as we can, given the available information, those conditions that have resulted in metathesis in some of the
languages sampled.
7

As I was composing this paper, Karl Zimmer informed me that his
son Paul (age 3,2 years at the time) said maiziegin for magazine.
This led him to the general conclusion that 'Der Grund des
Vorgangs [metathesis] ist stets, class Clem Sprechenden die Reihenfolge
der Laute und die Silbentrennung ungewohnt sind und daher
machen."

(op. cit., p. 497).

_ )2 _

3.1 Reduction. Of all the phonological, grammatical and lexicosemantic processes responsible for metathesis, various kinds of
reduction phenomena figure as the most important in terms of the
present sample. For our purposes, these may be divided into two
categories: imminent and actual reduction. With the former, a process
of or tendency toward reduction is arrested or prevented by metathesis
of the reduction-Drone segment or feature with another one; with the
latter, the fait accompli of reduction triggers metathesis, usually
simultaneously. Thus in the first instance, metathesis serves as a
vaccine or preventive medicine and in the second as a therapeutic
device.
3.1.1 Imminent reduction.

The tendency toward apocope of unaccented final vowels frequently leads to metathesis with the preceding
consonant. ROTUMAN provides an excellent illustration of this kind
of development, not only because of the metathesis involved but also
because of related developments leading to umlaut and vowel syncope.
Due to an original penult stress in most words which was shifted to

the ultitna before certain enclitics, completive (i.e. definite) phase
forms retained final vowels whereas in the incompletive phase the
unstressed final was subject to different developments depending on
the nature of both the original (i. e. completive form) ulfirna and penult
vowels. As noted earlier (p. 13), if the ultitna was lower than the
q
penult, the former metathesized with the preceding consonant: hoas 4
hosa 'flower'. tick < tike 'flesh'. If the ultitna was a front or high
vowel and ionidentical with the penult, an umlauted vowel was the result, in accordance with the following formulas: I) back vowel 4 i
front rounded: flit < futi 'to pull', htit e_ hoti 'to embark', anartt <
Vowel sequences resulting from metathesis are analyzed by
Biggs (1959, 25) as semivowel 4 vowel: hwas for hogs, tyok for tiok,
etc.
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marari 'sinouth'; 2) unrounded nonhigh vowel r u > rounded: 9/if <
9efu 'bamboo', h3a < hap to awaken'; 3) nonhigh back vowel e >
front: mYs < muse 'to sleep',
laje 'coral'. All remaining
t

,_

combinations resulted in syncope (or apocope?) of the ultima: 1) when
both vowels were identical: hag < haga to feed', fu? < fu9u 'to stay';
2) when the ultima was as high as or higher than the penult: 9af < 9afo
'basket', fol G folit 'three'," he's < he 90 'to
All three processes
are clearly relatable if ion umlaut and syncope an earlier stage of
metathesis is posited (see Higgs 1959, 25 and 19o5, 388-9): filt. <
Thus metathesis served to preserve most of those vowels that might
otherwise have been losCin unstressed final position. Furthermore,
the secondary umlauting produced five new vowel phonemes, doubling
the original five-vowel system. The grammatical contrast completiveincompletive, earlier syntactically marked by enclitics or postposed
determiners, is now marked by stein allomorphy. A very similar
situation existed in Germanic with i -umlaut forms like OLD ENGLISH
) < Citif C ,
(z)
The threat of syncope in posttonic position also produced metathesis and subsequent umlaut in
Western Romance. Developments in Iberian are of particular interest
since the PORTUGUESE forms often show the products of metathesis
vis -a -vis the equivalent SPANISH forms v.,hich show the later stage
of umlaut. The process is especially noticeable in the descendants
of LATIN -io presents and
perfects: PORT. caibo, 0. SPAN.
auepo_ ( < '::caypo) < I.AT. caLpio

take'; PORT. soube, 0. SPAN.
'1 know'. The tendency still exists;

oii
< LAT.
sope ( <
compare VULGAR SPANISH naide for nadie 'no one'. See also the
above-cited examples from OLD FRENCH (p.12). In Iberian metathesis
was probably abetted by the process of diphthongization and fracture of
accented vowels that was taking place at the same time. In any event,

metathesis had the effect of preserving unstressed high vowels that
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might not otherwise have survived. Additional examples of this type
of metathesis brought on by similar circumstances have been referred
to above in CIA) ARMENIAN (p. 8) ATTIC and IONIC GREEK (p. 9) and

MANDAIC ARAMAIC (cf. suna < sans 'ugly', qeyla < qanya 'reed' -this occurred only with an original sequence of sonorant .y.).
Another formal type that tends to be preserved by metathesis is
aspiration or h. In ANCIENT GREEK h (< IE ::'s ) was lost intervocalically
but retained initially before a vowel. When the preterite augment _
ewas prefixed to an h- stein, metathesis occurred: heikSinin 'we followed'
<
hersrpon 'they crept' < :*eherpon. Compare also hieros
'sacred' < *iheros. Thus the effect of the metathesis was to prevent the

loss o. intervocalic h. In OLD ARMENIAN one of the sources of the
voiceless aspirates in initial position was through metathesis. INDOEUROPEAN initial *s before vowel was lost in ARMENIAN except in two
instances where it became h:
p(_. as in Voit' 'haste' (cf. GK.
spoude ), apparently via
and *sw > I(' as in Moir sipT.er' <

(intervocalic ':'s also lost). In
much the same way, initliinent loss of syllable -final h in KOREAN was
avoided and additional voiceless aspirates produced (see p. 8). In
MARAT III threatened loss of word-final aspiration and subsequent
metathesis to word-initial position, followed by the analogical shift
of word-medial aspiration (see p.20), have the ultimate effect of altering the distribution of li and the aspirated occlusive s. The MANDAIC
ARAMAIC example cited on page lo appears to have been provoked in,
part by word-final zeroing of h and in part by vowel syncope between
the second and third radicals.
The alternating Austronesian prefix and infix allomorphs referred
to earlier (p. F)) should also be considered for possible inclusion in the
present causal category. As Brandstetter (i9lt-, 322.) noted: 'Most
commonly a word is abbreviated at the beginning, less often at the end,
swes5r, , via 'Thw >

and least frequently in.its interior... In ACHINESE in consequence of
the accentuation of the last syllable, the first syllable of many W13's [word bases}

is dropped... In CHAM we meet with similar abbreviations..." [capitals
rAinej.
Furthermore, the syllable preceding the accented syllable
is weaker than the one following it. The accent is usually on the penult
or ultitna of the word base and when a prefix is appended, the accent
remains on the appropriate word-base syllable, With few isolated
exceptions, Austronesian languages allow only one consonant wordinitially. Some languages allow one others two consonants intervocalically and these are limited to nasal + stop or stop stop (due
to reduplication). The general tendency toward word-initial apheresis
appears to have triggered metathesis of the prefixes. Since initial
consonant clusters are not permitted, the infixes could only assume
the VC-form, which explains why the prefixes are found in some languages with both CV- and VC- allomorphs as opposed to -VC- for the
infixes.
In. CLASSICAL LATIN loan words with initial Ls-

the inadmissible
cluster was resolved by reduction: sa.bulum 'sand' < OK. Esammos.
However, as noted above (p. 15) , the same difficulty was resolved in
LOW LATIN by means of metathesis, thus preserving both phonemes
of the original cluster.
The quantitative metathesis found in ATTIC and IONIC GREEK
(see p.lo) provides a :lightly different example of the preventive
function of metathesis. Here the dilemma created by the prior shortening of vowels before vowels vis--vis the tendency to preserve syllabic
length was resolved by compensatory lengthening of the second vowel;
in other words, first partial reduction, then increment, the combined
effect being quantitative metathesis.
3.1.2 Actual reduction. Most of the instances of contiguous
metathesis examined in the course of the present study were immediately
,

2

caused by vowel syncope. The syncope itself was often brought on
by accentual conditions. In CI IOWCHILA YOKUTS, for example,
with few isolated exceptions word stress is on the penult. Thus when

either -ha'lly consequent adjunctive or -ilin intensive possessor is
suffixed to the absolutive stein (i.e. in word-final position) stress falls
on the first syllable of the suffix. However, when the suffix precedes
an oblique suffix (all examples show vocalic forms) stress is retained
on the original penult of the.absolutive and the new penult (the second
vowel of the disyllabic suffix) is syncopated with metathesis of the two
resonants of the resultant inadmissible cluster: xamitha'llyi (abs.) vs.
xamithay'la (obj., glottalization lost postconsonantally) 'scythe',
pattilin (abs.) vs. pattinli (obj.) one with many body lice'. On page 10
we noted a metathesis of the second and third consonants of the stem
before -an - in in TAGALOG. A similar case found in the VIGAN dialect
of ILOKO, another Indonesian language, shows metathesis of it, k}
sonorant and change of stop to
before stressed final syllables:
lim")ut
'likmut, lin"aw
daidal9ag L -,clatdatlal (cited
without glosses, Vanoverbergh 1955? 40). Stress may occur on either
the ultima or the penult. Since the sources of Indonesian medial consonant clusters are either reduplication or syllable-final nasal syllableinitial stop, it seems likely that there was originally an intervening
vowel which was syncopated due to a shift of stress to the final syllable.
,

While in the TAGALOG and ILOKO exa!nples the ultimate cause of

syncope and .metathesis wa s rr rogressive shift of word stress, in
ESKIMO (see p. 9) the niotivatin.R factor behind the same processes
was regressive stress. The metathesis of t + sibilant noted above
(p.1,1') in HEIWEW als-) occurred in PROTO-ARAMAIC. Over a mil

leniurn after that Inetathesis, a second one of precisely the same nature.
recurred in early MANDAIC as a result of stress-induced syncope.
In ARAMAIC word stress shifts to the ultima in strong verbs and pretonic
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short vowels in open syllables are lost. While other ARAMAIC dialects
either retained an original interconsonantal 3, vocalized it to e or
assimilated 9 to the preceding consonant, MANDAIC syncopated the
entire sequence with the shift of stress to the ultima thus recreating
the necessary condition (contiguity of the two consonants) for meta,
thesis: 7 esear
(later esear) < *7e0sar < PRE-MANDAIC "e090sar
'he was bound'. Note that before unstressed inflectional suffixes, 7
is lost but the vowel is retained, hence no metathesis: metesrin (cf.
SYRIAC mete

).

Metathesis in consonant clusters resulting from syncope that does
not stem from accentual shifts is found with a high degree of systematicity
in OLD SPANISH. In VULGAR LATIN posttonic vowels other than a
between liquids or s and occlusives or between k and 1 disappeared.
This syncope was later generalized to posttonic vowels between any two
consonants (although the remaining environments consisted largely of
prevocalic occlusive and postvocalic liquid: letra littera, pueblo
Eo_Eulu, etc.) in SPANISH and most of Western Romance. Clusters of
the general type occlusive I- liquid thus produced, many of which had
no counterpart in the pre-existing canons of the language, were subject
to epenthesis, when the occlusive was a nasal: aombro 'shoulder' <
hurneru, teniblar 'to tremble' < tremulare, engendrar 'to engender' <
ingenerare, fortition in the case of r: hon?ar 'to honor' < honorare,
or metathesis: viernes 'Friday' < Vttneris '[dayl of Venus', colino
'limit (of one's patience, etc. )' cumulu, cernada a cendra.da 'ashes
(for soap)' < ::'cinerata, but also: cabildo 'municipal council' < ca itulu,
molde 'mold' < rnodulu (cf. OLD FRENCH espalde 'shoulder' .- spatula)
and the analogous candado 'padlock' < catenatu with a nasal instead of
a liquid., Another instance of metathesis caused by simple syncope
appears to be the treatment of sequences of the type V1 1- `V2, (where
represents morpheme boundary) in ZOQUE. Glottal stop cannot

__
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figure as the final member of a consonant cluster. Reduction of VI,
either through loss or setnivocalization, is sometimes optional, its
occurrence being directly correlated with high frequency of occurrence
of the particular sequence of morphemes (vowel quality does not seem
to figure as a causal factor). Once either degree of reduction has taken
place, metathesis is obligatory: 9 A9 wa99i 'to that one' < '>10wa-`'aoi,
rnina9 'come now ' < =:'mina9? < minA-9a9, 9u2.22u 'it foamed' <
'> upu- 9 ah.

Apocope of final vowels appears to have triggered metathesis of an
earlier spirant + liquid in PERSIAN: surx 'red' vs. ZEND suxra, -zarf

'deep' vs. ZEND jafra, ars 'tears' vs. ZEND asru.

In MANDAIC

ARAMAIC borrowed ARABIC nouns of the general type FV(L(un),

especially those with liquid third radicals, were subject to apheresis
of the tanwin (-un nom. indef.) thus producing an inadmissible final
cluster which was usually resolved by inserting an anaptyctic vowel
between the two consonants: comer 'age' cum Hun), ba/fal 'mule' <
bz2.11(un), but some forms with liquid ret:tolvecI the cluster by metathesis:
golf
< lufl(un),
For examples of metathesis of two adjacent vowels induced by prior
syncope of an intervening occlusive, compare OLD FRENCH tulle (p.11)
and OLD PORTUGUESE doesto (p.12).
3.2 021.. syllable canon. In languages undergoing a change from

a mixed or relatively free syllable canon to a purely or largely open
syllable type there are bound to be rather far-reaching repercussions
in sequential arrangements of phonen.es. This general process sometimes engenders metathesis. A particularly appropriate case in point
is related to the development of open syllables in South Slavic. The
general nature of the process is manifest in terms of a number of
developments:

- Medial sequences consisting of stop 1- occlusive or s across
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original syllable boundary lost the syllable-final stop. The remaining
analogous sequences: stop + liquid or semivowel, .an and s + stop,
which also occurred commonly in word-initial position, were retained
as comparable syllable-initial clusters, hence giving rise to a certain
amount of resyllabification. Probably in part related to this process
is the metathesis of COMMON SLAVIC 'Ix and

to OCS s't and :.Zd

respectively: OCS rne.7Zda 'boundary' .4* *medy51 (cf. SKT. rr6idlly.91),

OCS musty 'I throw' G *mety-4.,
- Sequences of e semivowel in the same syllable were subjected
-I

to syllabic metathesis; a + semivowel resulted in syncope of a and
vocalization of the semivowel. Thus falling diphthongs were eliminated.
- Sequences of vowel + liquid were eliminated in various ways.
Thus high vowel (phonetically short) + liquid remained largely unchanged
but mid vowel (phonetically long) + liquid, which exceeded the permitted
syllabic quantity, developed in one of the following ways: 1) resyllabification, the liquid offglide becoming a syllable-initial consonant; 2) vowel
syncope with syllabification and lengthening of the liquid (which could
be construed as a special type of quantitative metathesis); 3) loss of
the liquid; 41) metathesis of the two segments resulting in a nonsyllabic
liquid a (phonetically) long vowel: OCS was 'suckling pig' (cf. LAT.
Eorcus, LITII. aeszjis), OCS vljelck 'I draw' (cf. OK. he'lk5 4 *We'1k5,
LITH. velkb ). Thus liquid metathesis as well as the earlier syllabic
I

type are not merely isolated phenomena, rather two of the several links
in the chain of developments that ultimately led to a uniform open syllable
canon.

In many respects, the evolution of open syllables in FRENCH is
strikingly similar to the corresponding process in Slavic. GeminateS
were simplified, thus eliminating niany syllable-final consonants;
s was lost; postvocalic nasals were lost with accompanying
nasalization of the preceding vowel (this was also the case with some
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VN-sequences in South Slavic ) ; and falling diphthongs were
removed by syllabic metathesis (see examples on p.12). Probably
connected with this chain of events was the tendency to meta.thesize
syllable-final r with the preceding vowel: brebis 'young lamb' <
vervecem, troubler to disturb, worry' < torbler, fromage 'cheese' <

*formaticum, but compare also the counterexample: our
En:).
Compare also the structurally similar examples cited above (p.18)
from MODERN FRENCH infant speech.
The effects of an open syllable canon on CLASSICAL ARMENIAN

were even further complicated by the fact that the only permitted consonant clusters were composed of sibilant + stop (post-vocalic preconsonantal resonants functioned as offglides). Sorie of the devices used
to eliminate clusters were reduction of stops in original stop + liquid
clusters, but also metathesis of the latter (see p. 14) and earlier *tO
(e IE *dt) which became wt via
giwt
<
various
reductions and assimilations of occlusive + semivowel or s, metathesis
of lcs ( >
> ch ): vech 'six' E. ''wesk (cf. GK. (%.4.ks, LAT. sex)
VS. Ve; -t;-)F,An 'sixteen' <prothesis before sibilants o!. liquids,
anaptyxis between consonant and nasal, and metathesis of hw (see p. 24).
3,3 Phonotactic constraints. Many metatheses are automatically
induced by inornnolog,ical juxtaposition that results in phonotactically
inadmissible sequences. That is, metathesis constitutes a regular
morphophonemic process in such instances. Still other metatheses are
brought about by the introduction of noncanonic sequences in loan words.
The same of course applies to much of what has been discussed in 3,1.
and 3.2. Thus the morphophonemic function of metathesis represents
a superficial level, usually symptomatic of more general, underlying
causes. Unfortunately. for many of the systematic cases of metathesis
examined pertinent historical information as to the ultimate causes of
the process was lacking and I can only attempt to relate some of these
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to probable causes in terms of formal rmd distributional resemblances
to historically better attested cases of metathesis.
In SOPRASELVA ITALIAN and BAGNkRES-DE-LUCHON cluster-

final syllable-initial r metathesizes with a following unstressed vowel
unless the preceding consonants are s + dental stop: SOP, fartont vs.
ITAL. frattanto 'meanwhile', SOP. parneit s. ITAL. prendete 'you take',
SOP. parschun vs. ITAL. pri lone 'prison'; 13 -D -L. Ea r d El 'meadow
near a stable' < 'Eratina (cf. SPAN. prado), burdakin 'buskin' (cf.
FRENCH brothiauin). In BAGNERES- DE- LUCHON this metathesis

is not only inhibited by a following continuant; the latter provokes an
inverse metathesis: gyumant 'gourmand', prfseili
e r sic u 'peach'.
A closely related kind of metathesis is found in CAMPIDANIAN SARDINIAN

(see examples, p. 14). In all three languages there is a preference for
single - consonant initials in syllables. In most Indonesian languages
clusters composed of stop + liquid are non-native. Thus when such
sequences enter the language in loan words they are automatically metathesized: TOBA purti 'daughter' < SKT, putrf.
The noncontiguous metathesis r.
> 1... r noted above (pp. 6, 19)
in SPANISH may be in part due to the analogous product of r-dissimilation
but is also attributable to the substitution of the more frequently occurring
gr for the disfavored mil. Thus word-initial .E1 > 1 and medial kl > x,
11 and dl > ld (p. 27), but .initial bl remained intact (compare also 0.
SPAN. blago 'staff' < b22.0o < *baculu). The formally similar case
from BAGNERES-DE-LUCHON discussed on page 18 seems to stem from
different reasons -- anticipation of an awkward cluster which, especially
because of its would-be occurrence in pretonic position, looms large
in the awareness of the speaker. Presumably in an unconscious effortto deal with the difficulty as soon as possible, the original cluster is
resolved by simple liquid metathesis to an initial postocclusive position.
This of course does not resolve the problem; it merely prolongs the
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solution which, in BAGNIRES-DE-I,UCHON, was forthcoming at a
later date in the form of a second metathesis (contiguous); Carbyewles
Crabiavles 'Crabioules (name of a mountain)' < ''capriolas. Anticipation may also explain in part forms like SPANISH blago.
Aside from cases of liquid metathesis produced by infrequent
clusters, there are many instances where the phonotactics of the
language in question absolutely rule out certain clusters containing
liquids. For example, in ARMORICAN BRETON an initial cluster
composed of gyz + liquid was inadmissible, hence: gloan 'wool' vs.
GALLIC gylAn, £roac'h 'old women' vs. GALLIC AwrAch
= w).
In AMUZGO (Mexico) while lk may occur intervocalically, it does not
initially. Furthermore, most initial sequences of 1 + C are reduced
to single consonants through reduction and assimilation and initial
clusters of more than two consonants are not tolerated, The plural of

nouns is marked by a prefix 1- (cf. Pa (pl.) vs, c9a ( sg, ) 'chile') which,
when it precedes a k- initial noun stem, triggers metathesis of the
prefix to the nearest acceptable position, following the vowel of the
stem-initial syllable: kalue' (pl.) vs. kacue9 (sg.) 'dog' (ic >. 1),
kalh) (pl.) vs. kach) (sg. ) 'scorpion'. Thus the plural marker is
preserved in the form of an infix. The above-noted (p.27) ZOQUE
restriction on the occurrence of as final member of clusters which,
subsequent to vowel syncope, was responsible for metathesis of ' + vowel
also accounts for the transposition of nasals or liquids followed by 9
is, luga9royli 'at the place' < lunar -9oyh
En`' nis Of the man' <
(< SPAN.).
The cause of metathesis of root-final consonant + n-suffik that took
:

place in Indo-European (cf. p. 14) probably lies in a phonological
analogy based on the fairly common nasal + stop type of cluster as

I have no information as to the participation of other stops in
this metathesis.
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opposed to the relatively infrequent inverse. This impression is
supported by the fact that only root-final stops or spirants are found
in the metathesized nasal-infix class while the corresponding nasalsuffix class has finals in liquids, nasals or vowels but none in stops
or spirants. Also a few related roots have a voiceless root-final
corresponding to the voiced stop appearing in the nasal-infix present:
LAT. "lane 'I fasten' but p.ax, Eicis 'cord', pandere 'to extend' but
late re to be open, exposed'.
One of the effects of the phonotactically determined metathesis
of yC sequences in ZOQUE and MIXE (p. 13) is the creation of additional
occurrences of the palatalized consonants. In these languages palatalization constitutes an important process and the phonemic system is richly
endowed with a full complement of palatals. One wonders whether this
sort of metathesis might not have originally given rise to these consonants
or at least have been partially responsible. Alternatively, the existence
of the palatals could have supplied added impetus to the metathesis.
The latter explanation seems to be appropriate to the development of
CASTILIAN c < it < LAT. kt (p.13).
Analogous to the ZOQUE situation is the KOREAN metathesis of 9 f
Occlusive (p. 15) which theoretically could have been a factor in the origin
of the glottalized series or, conversely, could have been favored by the
presence of glottalized consonants.
Most of the examples of PS > SP (see pp. 8, 15, 25, 27) encountered
in this study appear to be attributable to inadmissible or unfamiliar
clusters. This is also true olsome instances of the converse SP 7 PS
(pp. 5, 15) but others may be due to other causes. Thus in WEST SAXON
this metathesis generally occurred between stressed vowel and back
vowel or between stressed back vowel and consonant or word juncture:'

dixas (pl.) vs. disc (nom. sg.), disces (gen. sg.) 'dish ,tiix.<.tiisc 'tusk',
hiixiic ''scornful' (-f OLD ENGLISH hfisc, NIIDDLF, HIGH GERMAN

hosche 'scorn'). However, considerable intraparadigmatic leveling
eventually nullified the original phonological conditions.
3,4 Miscellaneous causes. The motivating factors discussed
in this section, while just as different from one another as any of them
are from those already discussed, are lumped together here simply
because they are either uniquely or infrequently represented in the
present sample.
3.4.1 Attraction and repulsion. In late MIDDLE ENGLISH the
sequence ri of stressed syllables tended to metathesize to ar before

dentals: bird, dirt, third c brill, Brit,

and also: burn, burst<
brennen, bresten. Similarly, in LATIN ri in initial syllables before
dentals was often metathesized: tertius < *tritios 'third', cerno
b r i dde

,

_

*crin5 '1 separate", while lu underwent the same process before
labials and velars: Eulmo ':'21umo 'lung', dulcis *dlukwis 'sweet'.
Such cases illustrate the contributory effect of a process which may be
called attraction. Thus while in both ENGLISH and LATIN initial clusters

of the type Cr- were admissible,- a postvocalic dental apparently exerted
a strong attraction on the phonetically similar prevocalic r. This may
have been strengthened by the general preference for simpler initial
consonantal margins and the availability of a common CVC syllable type.
On the other hand, an inverse metathesis occurred in ENGLISH when
Vr was folloWed by a velar spirant + t wri ht, wroaght vs. WEST
SAXON Lvirhta, worhte, and fright < fyr,st, bright vs. OLD ENGLISH
berht. Here the dissimilarity of articulation between r and h [x] evidently
produced a repulsion of r in spite, of the other pressures to retain r in
postvocalic ,position. Another case in point is found in the FRENCH
spoken in the suburbs of Le Havre where rV > Vr before denials:
:

kErsa < cresson 'watercress', lirlote
Vr

rV before en and v: nruvie

grelotter 'to shiver', but

eEervier
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3.4. Z Anticipation. When a sound that would normally occur later

in a given string is shifted to a prior position due to an expected (subconsciously so) difficulty of articulation inherent in the original sequence,
the metathesis is anticipatory. This essentially psychological explanation has been applied to cases of noncontiguous meta,thrsis like the one
cited from BANGNERES-DE-LUCHON (p. 18) but also by many scholars
to the C + V > VC (where V may be either vowel or semivowel) type noted
in ROT UM AN and Iberian (pp. 13, 231 among others, the P + L LP
of ARMENIAN (p. 13) or the P + N > NP type found, for instance, in
Indo-European (pp. 14, 33), Wherever possible I have preferred to
seek a phonologically based explanation for such phenomena; however,

anticipation cannot be entirely ruled out as a contributing factor in many
cases: This is perhaps more obvious in certain kinds of slips and
spoonerisms. All the types that have been dubbed anticipatory are of
necessity closely analogous to regressive assimilations or dissimilations.
Thus the ultimate development of the C + V > VC type is umlaut.
3.4.3 Diphthongization. When metathesis incidentally results in
the formation of a diphthong or diphthongs that are not only current in
the language but are themselves in process of spreading, the analogical
pressure of diphthongization may he a contributing factor in some cases
of metathesis. While I cannot state with certainty that this was so in
SPANISH (p. 23), PORTUGUESE (pp. 13, 23), FRENCH (p. 12) and
GREEK (p. 9), it does seem likely in all of them. It may also have been
true of MANDAIC ARAMAIC (p. 24) but I have no information on the
relative chronology of metathesis and monophthongization which apparently

began rather early in the history of that language.

3.4.4 Dissimilation. Another kind of phonological analogy which
may induce or at least contribute to metathesis is the presence in the
language of a strong dissimilatory pattern as was suggested for SPANISH
milagro G *rniraglo above (pp. t,, 19, 31). In MANDAIC ARAMAIC

-

quadrilite val. roots containing two Is generally dissimilate the first
to r: garg(a)la 'wheel' vs. HEBREW galgal. A number of loan
words show metathesis of the type 1...r > r...1: 'sarwila ( 'salwara)

< PERS. salwily 'trousers', raskal (^ laskar) < PERS. laskwr 'army' .
Thus the products of metathesis and dissimilation (the more regular
process of the two in this instance) converge, the former modeled
after the latter.
3.4.5 Quantitative equilibrium. The-preservation of syllableor word-internal quantity may be a factor in some cases of metathesis.
Thus in the SLAVIC liquid metathesis (pp. 29), in addition to the pressure of the open-syllable tendency, syllabic quantity could not exceed
the length of a long vowel. The syllabic nucleus mid vowel (phonetically
long or half-long) i- liquid (offglide) hence constituted an untenable
sequence, resolved in part by metathesis. The ATTIC and IONIC
metathesis io > eC) (see pp. 16, 25) is another case in point involving
a shift of vowel length instead of transposition of syllabic segments.
The "length mobile", to coin a phrase, of MIWOK, along with the VC >
CV metathesis characteristic of fourth base forms is indicative of a
system which tends to preserve a balance of alternating long and short
syllables within the word.

4. Summary
In the course of the present paper, we have proposed and offered
evidence in support of the following theses:
1) ,Metathesis preserves segments or features that would otherwise
have been subject to loss or mutation through: syncope, apocope or
apheresis; assimilation; epenthesis or anaptyxis; consonantization;
fortition; palatalization; or monophthongization.
2.) Since metathesis is usually recessive in comparison with most

other processes, it is prone to greater interference from more dominant
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ones like: reduction, assimilation, dissimilation, and epenthesis or anaptyxis.

3) Generally speaking, the more resonant a segment is the greater
the likelihood it will be affected by metathesis given the necessary conditions therefor. The sole exception involves an original sequence of
voiceless stop + sibilant, metathesis of which was found to be fairly
common and widespread.
Examination of causes and effects showed that, while the superficial
cause of most metatheses is conversion of a phonologically inadmissible
or disfavored sequence into an acceptable one, the underlying causes that
produce such sequences fall into a number of different types:
I) The threatened or imminent reduction of a segment or feature (by apocope, syncope, or apheresis) due to accentual shift or other ultimate causes.
2) The actual reduction of a segment or feature, also due to accentual
shift, grammatical process (e.g. the elimination of the tanwin in ARABIC
loans in MANDAIC ARAMAIC, see p. 28), lenition (of intervocalic occlusives in OLD FRENCH and OLD PORTUGUESE, see p.12) or other causes.
3) A change from a mixed to a predominantly open syllable canon

produced by several processes, one of which is metathesis. The ultimate
cause of such a change would seem to stem from unusually weak articulation
of syllable-final consonants.
4) The necessity for maintaining a specific syllable or word quantity.
5) Phonological constraints of a morphophonemic nature violated by
accidents of morphological juxtaposition, introduction of noncanonical
sequences in loan words, etc.
6) Analogical processes reflecting existing models of dissimilation,
glottalization, diphthengization, favored eequences, and the like.

Attraction and repulsion of phonetically similar and dissimilar,
respectively, segments or features.
8) Anticipation of disfavored sequences.
7)
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